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Prices subject to change and exclude VAT and delivery / collection. 



Clubmax

Clubmax 1000

Clubmax 3000 FB4

Clubmax 3000 FB4 (90K)

Clubmax 3400 FB4

Clubmax 6000 FB4

Weekend              WeekSingle
Day             Fri-Mon Mon-Mon

£80 £120 £160

£150 £230 £305

£265 £400 £535

£170 £255

£262 £393 £524

£340



Atom

Atom 12

Atom 15

Weekend              WeekSingle
Day             Fri-Mon Mon-Mon

£530 £795 £1060

£605 £905 £1210



Spectrum

Spectrum 20

Spectrum 30 LD

Weekend              WeekSingle
Day             Fri-Mon Mon-Mon

£840 £1260 £1680

£1205 £1808 £2410

“LD” or so called Low Divergence affects the laser beam so 
it is bit thicker at the source, but much more coherent 

further away. And that makes it more than twice as bright 
and visible at distance when compared to standard systems. 



Maxim

Maxim G8000

Maxim G20

Weekend              WeekSingle
Day             Fri-Mon Mon-Mon

£500 £750 £1000

£950 £1425 £1895



Burstberry

Burstberry (1 - 9 units, each)

Burstberry (10+ units, each)

Burstberry (20+ units, each)

Weekend              WeekSingle
Day             Fri-Mon Mon-Mon

£150 £225 £300

£145 £215 £285

£135 £205 £270

With our new Burstberry you can now easily create all the super-cool 
laser effects that seemed impossible to accomplish before.

Controlling a complex setup made of many Burstberries is now so 
simple thanks to the control via ArtNet and DMX protocols.

NEW!

The system is designed to work as a multi-head laser system and can 
be assembled into virtually any geometrical formation.

Individual units can be physically clipped together from 12 different 
directions, which makes it possible to create more or less any kind of 

shape you can imagine. 



Laser LED bars

Laser-LED bar RED

Laser-LED bar GREEN

Weekend              WeekSingle
Day             Fri-Mon Mon-Mon

£65 £95 £125

£75 £110 £145

Our LL-bars (Laser LED bars) feature 10 powerful laser beams and 10 bright 
worm-white LEDs. The LL-bar is controlled by DMX512 or alternatively with 

auto mode or sound mode.

Using several LL-bars within an installation creates a heavy impact effect and 
offers virtually endless number of chases that can controlled with DMX.



Accessories

Laptop with Pangolin

FB4 External

Hazer Unique 2.1

Hazer fluid (2 litre)

Ethernet cable (50 metre)

16A blue power cable (25 metre)

Akai APC 40 mk2

Scaffold platform (2 metre)

Weekend              WeekSingle
Day             Fri-Mon Mon-Mon

£50 £100 £150

£60 £90 £120

£45 £70 £95

£15 £15 £15

£10 £15 £20

£10 £15 £20

£30 £50 £100

£30 £50 £100


